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The perfect place for one of life’s most cherished moments

At first you will be captivated by the millenial-old redwoods, nature’s wildflowers and golden rays of sunlight beaming
through the treetops. But the deep hospitality and like-hearted staff will define your 1440 wedding. We are holding space
for you today and every day hereafter as this experience is uniquely yours, but forever part of the greater good.

Welcome to 1440 Multiversity

			

Helping you live, love, and wonder well
Dear friends,
In Spring 2020 our 1440 Multiversity team excitedly began curating
new learning experiences for wedding couples, preparing everything
from our popular workshop offerings to our beloved venues in nature
so we could provide a beautiful and unique new experience for a
wedding event. And then the unthinkable happened. As the COVID-19
pandemic became increasingly severe, we observed couple after couple
making the difficult but necessary decision to postpone or cancel their
long-awaited celebrations — putting on hold these cherished moments
to wait for a brighter day.
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What we experienced and learned over the last year has truly inspired
— and formed — a new vision of creating hope for living well. In this
process, a new kind of immersive wedding concept developed as well,
one that focuses on small intimate gatherings that are just as special
and engaging as large celebrations: Wellness Weddings at 1440.
From our 1440 family to yours, we welcome you to this incredible
process of co-creating the most special day of your life, and invite you
to explore a more mindful and holistic approach to your wedding day
and beyond. With renewed hope and purpose, Wellness Weddings at
1440 will help prepare your minds and hearts, and nourish your bodies
on the path of your new life as you discover creative ways to enrich
your relationship and flourish.
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Congratulations on your engagement, and please accept our gratitude
for your consideration of 1440 for your immersive celebration. We
look forward to accompanying you on this exciting journey.

Cathy Brock

Cathy Brock
Director of Events, 1440 Multiversity

Creating Hope for Living Well

The beginning, present and future of 1440 Multiversity

Nearly a decade ago, 1440 Multiversity co-creator Joanie Kriens was inspired while tending to and
harvesting vegetables in her home garden. In that mindful moment, she was overcome by feelings of
happiness, contentment, and joy – for the colorful tomatoes and squash in her basket, the quiet beauty
of the land, and the preciousness of life with her family and friends. This heightened awareness and
gratitude may have only lasted just a minute or two, yet it had a profound effect on Joanie. It made
her wonder how many minutes there are in each day, and how we might all live more self-aware with
gratitude for the simple blessings in life. After turning to Google for the answer, the 1440 name was
born – little did she know she would find it in her own backyard.
Following several years of philanthropic grant-making, the
1440 Multiversity campus opened in May 2017 among the
towering redwoods of the Santa Cruz Mountains, stemmed
from a desire to establish a beautiful and nurturing physical
location where community could gather to explore, learn,
reflect, connect, and re-energize. The invitation to participate
is extended to all unbound by the range of human differences.
While the physical aspects of social gatherings have changed,
our dedication to safely serving our community, staff and guests
remains a committed passion for the 1440 Multiversity team.

What is a Multiversity?
Unlike a university, which focuses on the intellect, a
multiversity is a place for holistic learning that engages the
mind, body, and heart and shapes one’s inner fitness. At
1440, we believe that the deepest learning happens when we
nurture and awaken all aspects of ourselves. “Multi” represents
the many doors and avenues one can enter or exit on their
individual journey. “Versity” refers to the social, emotional,
and relational aspects of learning that we can use to shape
our desires and build more collaborative and connected
communities.

By the Numbers
75: Size in acres of the 1440 campus.
300: The mile radius from campus that 1440 sources
all of its produce and other foods.
775: The number of scholarships that 1440 has granted
since the program’s inception in February 2019.
1,200: The estimated age in years of the Mother Tree,
which is situated near the Cathedral on campus and is
one of the oldest trees in the world.
100,000: Guests who have participated in learning
courses on campus since opening in May 2017.
150,000: Number of honeybees that call 1440 home –
two more bee colonies were added in May 2020, and
each colony produces 50 pounds of honey per year that
is used in a variety of 1440 recipes.

It’s More Than Your Wedding Day

It’s the first day of the rest of your lives together

The soul of nature’s intentions is in the heart of Scotts Valley. Find
yourselves transported into a majestic forest filled with the towering
thousand-year-old redwoods of the Santa Cruz Mountains without
leaving our private 75-acre estate-like campus.
1440 Multiversity combines its mindful holistic-living approach with this
renowned wellness destination’s amenities including deluxe accommodations,
personalized signature classes, and wedding and reception venues that take your
breath away. Experience the joy of wellbeing together, which includes the ideal
mix of embodied movement, contemplative practices, waterfalls and organic
locally sourced food surrounded by nature and fresh mountain air.
Punctuate your wedding day with a walk across our Bridge of Intentions or a
moment of reflection near the 1,200-year-old Mother Tree and her regenerative
energy. Coast Redwoods sprout from the base of a “mother” tree, forming a
circle — the never-ending symbolic symbol of eternity — around their base to
maintain the lineage of the species.
Just like the resilient power of the natural world around us, you will learn to Live
Well, Love Well, and Wonder Well at 1440 Multiversity, a beautiful foundation for
your new journey.

1440 Weddings Create Hope for Living Well
A portion of funds from every wedding booking at 1440 is donated to a missionaligned organization in need. For more information about past organizations that
have received scholarships and grants, please visit 1440.org/scholarships. Thank
you for your continued support of creating hope for living well during this special
time in your own life.

The 1440 Multiversity campus
fosters peace, serenity and calm
for your nuptuals.

A Purposeful Kind of Matrimony
Distinctive venues. Mindful cuisine. Understated elegance. Connection to nature.
Experience authentic deep hospitality the 1440 way. Whether hosting your nuptials ceremony, wedding reception,
rehearsal dinner, or celebratory brunch, you deserve a special day that is uniquely yours. 1440 Multiversity offers
the opportunity to share breathtaking scenery and help shape what means most to you on the inside, as much as
the beauty on the exterior. Couples take the journey of life together in community and contribute to the shared
vision of creating hope for living well. Your wedding has a direct impact to the greater good of the world, helping
to feed families in our region and support 1440’s scholarship program for individuals in need.

Two Wedding Package Options
1440 Multiversity has designed two wellness-oriented wedding packages with the needs of the couple in mind. A Wellness
Ceremony provides an intimate ceremony or elopement space for up to three hours that allows you peace, serenity, and
calm for your nuptials, along with a signature learning experience to center your day. A Wellness Wedding expands the
campus experience beyond the ceremony with a reception and dinner in Joanie’s Garden, two custom signature classes
for your party, and a regenerative overnight stay for the couple in a private suite. Regardless of the chosen package, the
1440 Events Team will provide its expertise and support to ensure a memorable day for you and your loved ones.

Signature and Custom Classes

All-Inclusive Guest Room Pricing

As part of your wedding experience, 1440 offers upgraded
opportunities for custom classes catered to your group,
such as meditation, Teaching Kitchen cooking basics,
nutrition classes, qigong to rebalance your body in nature,
and forest bathing to prepare your mind for your day’s
journey.

Couples who select a Wellness Wedding package will enjoy a
private suite and Rest & Renewal experience at the 1440 campus.
For additional guests who may like to stay overnight, pricing
includes choice of accommodations, fresh seasonal meals served
at Kitchen Table three times per day, overnight self-parking,
signature classes (available to all 1440 guests), and access to our
75-acre wooded campus that includes the infinity-edge hot tub,
nature trails, and Fitness Center.

Private Culinary Events
1440 is pleased to offer a private customized dining
experience for your party. Available for groups from 12 to
32 people, your exclusive dining experience will feature
fresh seasonal local ingredients and an unforgettable
evening of interactive fun and culinary education that
your attendees will not soon forget.

Wedding Grant Programs
1440 Multiversity proudly offers a grant program for individuals
and couples that share our approach to building socially conscious
community around the world. For more information, please email
CreateHope@1440.org.

““

have never felt
moreus
loved
or cared
for inreflection
my entireand
life.a Everyone needs to experience the gift of life
1440I Multiversity
offered
the space
for deep
that this campus allows us to rediscover.
place to connect our head, heart and hands into one cohesive self.”
									—
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An Intimate Event for Your Special Moment

The 1440 Wellness Ceremony Package

When all that matters is you as a couple and the inspiration of the redwoods. Ideal for those desiring
an elopment venue or small ceremony space, the 1440 Wellness Ceremony package invites you to
wed in simplistic beauty and in the solemn serenity of the 1440 campus.

1440 Wellness Ceremony Details
Each Wellness Ceremony at 1440 Multiversity invites
you to participate in the following:
Inclusions
• Guest Arrivals and Registration
• One (1) 1440 Signature Class
• Pre-Ceremony Experience (30 minutes)
• Wedding Ceremony (30 minutes)
• Post-Ceremony Experience (30 minutes)
Your Choice of Venue
• Cathedral & Mother Tree
• Redwood Deck or Terrace
• Infinity Terrace
• Redwood Amphitheater*
• Joanie’s Garden*
• Outlook Terrace*
Experience Duration
• Three (3) hours
Guest Capacity
• No minimum; 12 maximum

Wellness Ceremony Sample Itinerary
3:00-3:30 p.m.

Wedding Party Arrivals & Registration

3:30-4:00 p.m.

Pre-Ceremony Experience (e.g. photos)
Guest Arrivals & Registration

4:00-4:30 p.m.

1440 Signature Class
(e.g. group centering or meditation)

4:30-5:00 p.m.

Wedding Ceremony

5:00-5:30 p.m.

Post-Wedding Experience
(e.g. certificate or photos)

5:30-6:00 p.m.

Departures

Package Rate and Details
Starting at $1,500. Bookings are available no more
than 60 days in advance. Pricing exclusive of tax and
service charge. Guest names must be verified thirty
(30) days in advance to guarantee registration details.
* Premium venue; additional fee required.

Day Wellness Weddings in the Redwoods

The 1440 Wellness Wedding Package

Turn your nuptials in nature into an event to remember among loved ones. The Wellness Wedding
Package is designed for the couple who seeks a complete wedding and campus experience to begin
their lives together. Share immersive learning with your wedding party through 1440 custom signature
classes, enjoy a savory reception at Joanie’s Garden before a family-style dinner at the 1440 Teaching
Kitchen, and wake up the next morning in a private suite among the energizing redwoods.

1440 Wellness Wedding Details
Each Wellness Wedding at 1440 Multiversity invites
you to participate in the following:
Inclusions
• Choice of Two (2) Custom Signature Classes
(for couple and/or wedding party)
• Wedding Suite for Couple
• Two (2) Ready Rooms
• Two (2) Vendor Rooms
• Guest Arrivals & Registration
• 1440 Signature Class
(e.g. group centering, meditation, nutrition)
• Pre-Ceremony Experience (1 hour)
• Wedding Ceremony (30 minutes)
• Post-Ceremony Experience (1 hour)
• Reception in Joanie’s Garden (1 hour)
• Dinner in Teaching Kitchen (2 hours)

Your Choice of Venue
• Cathedral & Mother Tree
• Redwood Deck or Terrace
• Infinity Terrace
• Redwood Amphitheater*
• Joanie’s Garden*
• Outlook Terrace*
Experience Duration
• Varies (see inclusions)
Guest Capacity
• Twelve (12) minimum; additional
guests priced per person

Experience Add-Ons (additional charge)
•
•
•
•

Craft Beer and Wine Service (priced per bottle)
Sake Cocktail Bar (priced per batch)
Custom Wedding Cupcakes
Overnight Rest & Renewal Weekend Stay Options

Continued on next page

Day Wellness Weddings in the Redwoods (cont.)
Enjoy the benefit of being our guest. The
1440 Wellness Wedding Package gifts each
couple the opportunity for Rest & Renewal
on campus, and for an additional fee wedding guests may enjoy the same restorative
experience.
In an all-inclusive Rest & Renewal stay, nourish your
mind, body, and spirit with overnight accommodations in a suite or room with private bath; all meals
freshly prepared and served at Kitchen Table;
restorative daily Signature Classes; access to campus
amenities including private forest trails, the fitness
center and outdoor infinity hot tub; and extended
time in nature to reflect upon the 1440 minutes we
are gifted each day.

Wellness Wedding Sample Itinerary
The Day Prior (Optional)
11:00 a.m. –12:00 p.m. Bridal Party Arrival
12:00 –1:00 p.m.

Bridal Party Welcome Lunch

1:30 –3:00 p.m.

Wedding Party Signature Class

3:45 –4:30 p.m.

Rehearsal

5:00 –7:00 p.m.

Rehearsal Dinner

Wedding Day
9:00 a.m.

Bridal Party Arrivals & Registration

10:00 –11:00 a.m.

1440 Custom Signature Class for Wedding Party

11:00 p.m.

Vendor Arrivals & Registration

3:00 –4:00 p.m.

Pre-Ceremony Experience (e.g. photography)

4:00 –4:30 p.m.

Wedding Ceremony

4:30 –5:30 a.m.

Post-Ceremony Experience
(e.g. Certificate Signing or Photography)

4:30 –5:30 p.m.

Reception in Joanie’s Garden

5:30 –7:30 p.m.

Dinner in Teaching Kitchen

8:00 p.m.

Wedding Party and Guest Departure

Package Rate and Details
Starting at $12,000. Bookings are available no
more than six (6) months in advance. Pricing
exclusive of tax and service charge. Guest names
must be verified thirty 30 days in advance to
guarantee registration details.

The Day After (Optional)

* Premium venue; additional fee required.

7:00 – 9:00 a.m.

Breakfast at Kitchen Table

10:00 –11:00 a.m.

1440 Custom Signature Class for Couple

11:00 p.m.

Checkout

12:00 –2:00 p.m.

Lunch at Kitchen Table & Departure

KITCHEN TABLE

Energize Your Body, Mind and Spirit

1440 Signature Classes for your discovery experience

A wedding at the 1440 campus affords your party to explore your passions and
interests in a safe community of instructors. A popular component to our Rest &
Renewal package stays, there are dozens of signature classes offered ranging from
creative, to physical, to introspective, and more – designed to awaken your mind, body
and spirit. At least one signature class is included with your wedding package and up to
three classes per day when extending your visit with a Rest & Renewal stay package.

Guest Favorites

Sample Signature Classes

Nature Impressions Art Class
Engage your tactile senses as you choose leaves and
branches from the campus forest to imprint on a gel
plate, creating beautiful art while being present in the
moment interacting with nature’s bounty.

Nutrition & Wellness
• Simplifying Nutrition
• Garden Tours
• Adversity, Resiliency, Joy
• Fundamentals of Feeding Self & Body
• Hive Dive Beekeeping
• The Secret to Love That Lasts

Five Element Flow in Nature
Connect to nature and your internal energy in this
outdoor qigong experience, where you will walk to
picturesque locations around campus to experience
these elements and practice specific qigong
movements for your inner energy systems.
Feel Free to Eat
Held in the state-of-the-art Teaching Kitchen, enjoy a
hands-on cooking class to explore making foods that
reduce inflammation, promote brain health, and are
free of the top eight allergens.

Embodied Movement & Meditation
• Guided Nature Walk
• Yoga
• Qigong Tai Chi in Nature
• Pilates
• Stick Fit
• Candlelight Yoga & Meditation
• Good Morning Movement & Meditation
• Sunrise Yoga
• Labyrinth Walk

Sound Journey
Make yourself comfortable and receive the profound
benefits of this special meditative experience. The
sound of crystal bowls expertly played soothes the
nervous system, bypassing the intellectual mind to
deeply relax the body.

Art & Creative Expression
• Zentangle®
• Printmaking
• Improvisation
• Celebrate through Drumming
• Art Journaling
• Ceramics & Clay

“

I was really touched by the caring staff and the way everything was
immaculately maintained from the food to the flower beds to the
infinity-edge hot tub to the redwood trails. I felt so at home here,
We believe in creating hope for living well, fostering opportunties to be energized, creative and full of love in
reinvigorated
and re-energized.”
ways that you may not
know existed.
As you share one of your special moments at 1440, you will do so with the
foundation
of compassion and acceptance
asstthe
first
								
— Pa
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st step in your new journey.

Open your heart, breathe in gratitude, and say “I do”

NATURE TRAILS

A Day You Will Always Remember...
Memorable Outdoor Ceremony Spaces
		 ...Deserves a location you will never forget

Breathe deep, be heart-full and say “I do”
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The Cathedral & Mother Tree

Through
the woods and
across theTree
bridge over Carbonera
The Cathedral
& Mother
Creek is the most sacred wedding venue on campus:
The Cathedral, which inspires energy, emotion and
introspection in the redwoods. Set beneath the historic
Mother Tree — a 250-foot-tall 1,200-year-old California
Redwood that anchors 1440 in concept and spirit — this
large amphitheater-style space with its redwood benches,
slate-tile stage and trickling creek will have a lasting impact
on your ceremony and, offering a residual calm to those
who have the opportunity to experience it.
Size: 2,800 square feet
Wedding Capacity: 250 standard, 60 social distance

Redwood Amphitheater

Redwood Terrace, Lawn & Fire Pit

Tucked
behind the
Redwood meeting
the
Redwood
Terrace,
Lawn complex,
& Fire Pit
Redwood Terrace, Lawn & Fire Pit is a private setting that
comes with some of the most unique offerings on campus.
A slate-tile patio serves as a space for spacious, socially
distanced seating. Stately hand-carved stone benches
and a chaise lounge, along with Adirondack chairs, are
dressed with cozy blankets and pillows and flank a oneof-a-kind stone fire pit. The adjacent labyrinth beckons
contemplation as your guests mindfully travel along its path
high above the Cathedral, which is visible down below.

Infinity Terrace
LocatedInfinity
at the Healing
Arts Center, the Infinity Terrace
Terrace
is an inviting and rejuvenating space with a spectacular
redwood backdrop. The 250-square-foot infinity hot tub
overlooking the forest is one of the most popular campus
amenities for campus guests, and this intimate enclosed
area — complete with slate tile patio and towering trees
that seemingly touch the sky — is equally romantic as a
unique place to say “I do.”
Size: 896 square feet
Wedding Capacity: 50 standard, 20 social distance

Size: 1,050 square feet
Wedding Capacity: 60 standard, 23 social distance

Joanie’s Garden

Outlook Terrace

The Cathedral &
Mother Tree
Through the woods and across the bridge over
Carbonera Creek is the most sacred wedding
venue on campus: The Cathedral, which inspires
energy, emotion and introspection in the
redwoods. Take a deep breath and listen.
The Cathedral is set beneath the historic Mother
Tree — a 250-foot-tall 1,200-year-old California
Redwood that anchors 1440 in concept and spirit.
This tiered redwood-bench amphitheater with
slate-tile dais, gentle babbling of the creek, and
sunlight glistening through the tree tops gently
blowing in the wind will have a lasting impact on
your ceremony and offer a residual calm to those
who have the opportunity to experience it.

Size
2,800 square feet

Wedding Capacity
250 standard, 60 social distance

The Redwood Terrace,
Lawn & Fire Pit
Tucked behind the Redwood meeting complex,
the Redwood Terrace, Lawn & Fire Pit is a private
setting that comes with some of the most unique
offerings on campus. A slate-tile patio serves as
a space for spacious, socially distanced seating.
Stately hand-carved stone benches and a chaise
lounge, along with Adirondack chairs, are dressed
with cozy blankets and pillows and flank a oneof-a-kind stone fire pit. The adjacent labyrinth
beckons contemplation as your guests mindfully
travel along its path high above the Cathedral,
which is visible down below.

Size
1,050 square feet

Wedding Capacity
60 standard, 23 social distance

Infinity Terrace
Located at the Healing Arts Center, the Infinity
Terrace is an inviting and rejuvenating space
with a spectacular redwood backdrop. The
250-square-foot infinity hot tub overlooking the
forest is one of the most popular amenities for
campus guests, and this intimate enclosed area —
complete with slate-tile patio and towering trees
that seemingly touch the sky — is equally
romantic as a unique place to say “I do.”

Size
896 square feet

Wedding Capacity
50 standard, 20 social distance

Redwood
Amphitheater
Redwood Amphitheater is grand and scenic,
offering a beautiful, comfortable, and accessible
space. Enter this sunbathed venue down a stately
curved stone staircase as your guests sit on cozy
blankets below, and exchange vows on the slatetile stage with Redwood Auditorium behind you.
Surrounded by its namesake trees and other
natural inspiration, and flanked by two stone fire
pits, the Redwood Amphitheater is the largest
venue on campus and in a convenient central
access point of all areas of 1440 Multiversity.

Size
3,430 square feet

Wedding Capacity
300 standard, 75 social distance

Joanie’s Garden
Tucked next to the 1440 Teaching Kitchen
amidst fragrant citrus trees, sprawling tomato
vines, and colorful edible florals, Joanie’s Garden
offers an intimate, private, and inspiring
backdrop for a small ceremony, reception,
or wedding dinner. A warm fire pit welcomes
guests into this fenced space, inviting them to
mingle among vegetable beds and planter boxes
meticulously maintained by the 1440 campus
gardener.
Joanie’s Garden is dedicated to the inspiration
of the 1440 name by co-creator Joanie Kriens,
and the creation of hope and optimism shared in
this space provides a lovely complement to the
growth each couple will experience here
together.

Size
384 square feet

Wedding Capacity
40 standard, 6 social distance

Outlook Terrace
Perched atop the Common Grounds patio, you
can seemingly see all of campus from this scenic
overlook right in the heart of the property. A slatetile stone patio; staircases leading down from the
Outlook building and up from the ground level of
campus; and colorful flora and fauna surrounding
almost all sides set the stage for a beautiful
ceremony or an engaging reception beneath
twinkling market lights and mountain stars.

Size
2,470 square feet

Wedding Capacity
150 standard, 25 social distance

“

The setting is gorgeous! I felt like I was at a mindful resort with healthy food that was beautifully and lovingly
served, rivaling a five-star hotel. I felt pampered on the campus. My walks on miles of trails were beautiful, and
the trails carefully preserved the natural beauty of the land as well as providing safety.
														—
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Relax and Rewind in Bliss

Prepare, celebrate, and renew in comfort

Deep connection and moments to remember. Hugs, laughs, and tears of joy.
A champagne toast overlooking the forest. The beauty, surprise, and emotion
of the big reveal. Some of the most special parts of a wedding celebration
happen in the sanctuary of bride and groom suites, and combined with the
natural light and fresh air of the surrounding forest, ready rooms at 1440
Multiversity provide a calming respite for the excitement ahead.

A Suite for Your Moments
With just 1440 precious moments in each day, your wedding party and loved ones will
enjoy connecting — and perhaps even reuniting — during the ready experience. In our
forest-view suites, relax in front of the warming fireplace. Get cozy in the roomy sitting
area. Hang your delicate wedding wear in the armoir near the floor-length mirror in the
vanity area. Open the patio doors and let the fresh mountain breeze in as you put on your
last touches in the en suite bath. Then enjoy the journey into your new union as a couple.

Turn Your Wedding into a Getaway
Make the most out of your life-changing experience in the redwoods and turn your
nuptials into a destination wedding that allows you to Live Well, Love Well and Wonder
Well with your guests. A forest-view Premium Suite is included with a multi-day Wellness
Weddings Package for the couple to enjoy, and for an additional fee, the wedding party
and guests may turn their visit into an all-inclusive Rest & Renewal getaway complete with
all meals; signature classes; access to private campus trails, the 250-square-foot outdoor
infinity hot overlooking the redwoods; ample time to forest bathe; and more.

Wedding Party Pod Rooms 						
A unique and fun way for the wedding party and guests to celebrate their stay, the 1440
Pod Rooms are ideal for those who want to stay together. These modern and minimal pod
rooms sleep up to eight guests each; located in the Redwood complex, pods are designed
to share and utilize gender-specific community hall bathrooms that provide a spacious and
spa-like environment.

“

Knowing where your food comes from and what its ingredients are is so crucial to
making the world a better place. If we all spend a little more time cooking fresh food,
we would have less worries about what we’re fueling our bodies with.
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— Kenny

Woods, 1440 Executive Chef

From Farm and Garden to Table

Thoughtful and nourishing cuisine from
the 1440 Culinary Team

Dynamic as it is compassionate, the 1440 Culinary Team employs a
range of talented professionals. Here are three members of the 1440
family that allow our guests to Eat Well and Live Well.
CHEF KENNY WOODS

Kenny Woods, Executive Chef
Passionate about creating menus in harmony with the seasons and what's growing in
Northern California, Executive Chef Kenny Woods has established unique partnerships with
the Santa Cruz farmers markets. Our relationship with local growers and producers allows
us to cook with the freshest ingredients while supporting local farms. After spending several
years as an executive chef in Arizona, Kenny joined the 1440 family. His philosophy is to
believe in the ingredients and showcase them with integrity, while loving the process, so food
sustains its living energy and the care of those who prepare it. Chef Kenny supports local
communities and farmers and creates meals with the hope of inspiring guests to cook simple
yet delicious meals at home.

Mike MacDonald, Campus Gardener

MIKE MACDONALD

Mike MacDonald tends to Joanie’s Garden located outside the 1440 Teaching Kitchen and has
been helping 1440 procure all of the fresh ingredients for our meals since the campus opened.
Some of the items that Mike has nurtured in the garden include edible flowers, herbs, and
various fruits and vegetables. He preserves much of it, and frequently dries foods as well, such
as dried chilies from the summer and sunflower seeds. With his background and education in
agriculture, food systems, and gardening, Mike collaborates with the chefs at 1440 to ensure
that Joanie’s Garden is an ever-evolving, blossoming, and sustainable haven.

Pete Delfino, Campus Forager
Deeply rooted in a prominent local farming family that has been in business since the 1920s,
campus forager Pete Delfino procures 100 percent of the produce, meat, poultry, fish, spices,
flours, and unique ingredients that our 1440 chefs request. The relationships he has sowed in
the community have allowed 1440 to go grower-direct in ways that many kitchens cannot,
allowing 1440 to benefit from the best ingredients in the region. With his expertise, creativity,
curiosity, and connections to the farming community, Pete brings enthusiasm and natural
expertise to the 1440 family, and in return he feels re-energized.
PETE DELFINO

Eat Well Under the Stars

Private wedding receptions and dinners in nature

There is something special about a meal prepared from the heart, one that creates
memories that will last a lifetime. Enjoy a family-style or plated wedding menu customized
to reflect you as a couple, with traditional, vegetarian, and vegan options available and
prepared with premium ingredients sourced from small farms and growers within 300 miles
of campus. Imagined by Executive Chef Kenny Woods and the 1440 Multiversity Culinary
Team, a variety of delicious and sustainable menu opportunities help set the stage for your
gathering, where guests will be served a warm and upscale dining experience that also
supports the local agricultural community.

Family-Style Wedding Supper Sample Menu
HOUSE-SEEDED SOURDOUGH
with Charred Tomato Butter and Big Sur Salt

BURRATA
with Artichoke Heart, Roasted Piquillo Pepper, White Balsamic Reduction,
Toasted Pine Nut, and Arugula

LOCAL GREENS
with Freeze-Dried Corn, Baby Tomato, Persian Cucumber, Shaved Red Onion,
and Smoked Bleu Cheese Vinaigrette

HALF ROASTED CHICKEN
with White Wine Braised Lentil, Crispy Smashed Potato, Garden Herbs,
and Golden Raisin Sultana

DESSERT
Wedding Cake or Chef-Driven Seasonal Selection

All vegetarian requests can be accommodated
Please Note: A complete list of menus is available from the 1440 Events Team. There is a 12-person minimum
and 32-person maximum for all family-style menus.

Where Energy, Discovery, and Creativity Flourish

Explore the private 75-acre 1440 Multiversity campus

From incredible outdoor wedding venues, to
custom-designed guest rooms, to 4 miles of scenic
redwood trails, you’ll find the spaces and places you
need to dive into new experiences like your special
wedding day.
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Perched on a ridge above Carbonera Creek sits Kitchen Table,
the defining communal element of campus. Gather for healthy,
seasonal, and locally sourced cuisine while sitting by the
fireplace or dining al fresco overlooking the forest canopy.
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Gathering spaces like Outlook, Redwood and Sanctuary
feature leading-edge technology and acoustics, and flexible
seating for large and small groups. A special spot is the
Cathedral of redwoods, where you’ll find the Mother Tree,
estimated to be 1,200 years old.
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The Lodge is our welcoming center, open and staffed 24 hours
a day. Amid massive wooden beams, stone pillars, and copper
and iron accents, relax in leather chairs and cozy couches or sit
on the outdoor patio to enjoy morning coffee, evening wine, or
community with loved ones and guests.
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MAIN ENTRANCE

Be seated for your wedding dinner at the Teaching Kitchen, a
unique experience with creative cooking demos and handson classes. Joanie’s Garden surrounds the space and grows
seasonal heirloom produce and edible flowers used in our food.
Enjoy a peaceful night’s sleep in one of our guest room
buildings – Trillium, Sayanta, Oak, Madrone or the Redwood
Pods – and a workout at the Fitness Center. A dip in the
Infinity Hot Tub, located at Healing Arts, is the perfect end to
a memorable day.

Your Journey of a Lifetime...

...Begins with purposeful intention

THANK YOU IN ADVANCE for your consideration of 1440
Multiversity for your wedding event. A portion of proceeds from
each booking supports philanthropic work in our community and
provides resources to those in need.
We look forward to hearing about how 1440 Multiversity can help
bring the vision of your special day to life. Please contact us below
to receive a proposal; learn about rehearsal dinners, receptions,
wedding showers and honeymoons; and find answers to any
additional questions you may have.

Cathy Brock
Director of Events, 1440 Multiversity
inquiries@1440.org
(844) 544-1440

Creating Hope for Living Well | 1440.org

Learn More About Wellness Ceremonies and Weddings

Thank you in advance for your consideration of 1440 Multiversity for your wedding event. A portion of proceeds from eac
in our community and provide resources to those in need.
We look forward to hearing about how 1440 Multiversity can help bring the vision of your special day to life.
Please contact the 1440 team below to receive a proposal or to receive answers to any questions you may have.
Frank Ashmore, Managing Director, 1440 Multiversity, inquiries@1440.org

